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Abstract. Excellent sites are necessary for developing and installing ground-based large tele-10
scopes. For very-high-resolution solar observations, it had been unclear whether there exist11
good candidate sites in the west areas in China, including the Tibetan Plateau and the Pamirs12
Plateau. The project of solar site survey for the next-generation large solar telescopes, i.e., the13
Chinese Giant Solar Telescope (CGST) and the large coronagraph, has been launched since14
2011. Based on the close collaboration among Chinese solar society and the scientists from15
NSO, HAO and other institutes, we have successfully developed the standard instruments for16
solar site survey and applied them to more than 50 different sites distributed in Xinjiang, Tibet,17
Qinghai, Sichuan, Yunnan and Ningxia provinces. We have built two long-term monitoring sites18
in Tibet and the large Shangri-La to take systematic site data. Clear evidence, including the key19
parameters of seeing factor, sky brightness and water vapor content, has indicated that a few20
potential sites in the large Tibetan areas should obtain the excellent astronomical conditions for21
our purpose to develop CGST and large coronagraph. We introduce the fresh site survey results22
in this report.23

Keywords. Site testing, surveys, Sun.24

1. Introduction25

The site survey is focused to look for the best candidate sites which should satisfy26
the strict requirement for a series of key parameters including average seeing factor r0,27
sky brightness, number of clear-sky days, precipitable water vapor content (PWVC),28
atmospheric coherence time, isoplanatic angle, meteorological information et al. The29
purpose of the site survey is expected to be accomplished as early as possible in recent30
years. The members of our site survey team come from a few institutes and universities31
including YNAO, PMO, NAOC, NJU and USTC.32

The instruments for our survey mainly contain solar differential image motion mon-33
itor (S-DIMM), sky brightness monitor (SBM), PWVC monitor, DIMM, atmospheric34
temperature fluctuation monitor, and robot weather station, et al. Calibration for those35
instruments had been done carefully.36

The schedule is roughly to be (1) In 2010, based on the study of meteorological and37
geographic information, we determine 10-20 candidate sites preliminarily. (2) During38
2011-2012, we complete the site survey for the 10-20 candidate points. (3) During 2013-39
2014, we complete on-site field survey for 2 yr. (4) During 2015-2016, we finally determine40
the best sites for infrared and optical observation.41
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Figure 1. Top: The WMS (Daocheng) monitoring station located in western Sichuan. Buttom:
The Namco monitoring station located in Tibet.

Figure 2. Professional site survey instruments after critical calibrations are used for the solar
site survey.

2. Strategy: remote and on-the-spot survey42

By using long-term meteorological data and GIS information, we can quickly decide43
and select the first-step candidate regions which are located in some areas of Pamier,44
Tibet and large Shargri-La in western China. The on-the-spot survey work has supplied45
us with the short-term data for the first comparison. Figure 1 shows the two potential46
sites, located in western Sichuan and Tibet, for long-term monitoring research. Figure 247
shows the instruments that are used for the site survey by the observers trained.48

3. Fixed-point monitoring49

Two best candidate sites, Namco lake and Wumingshan (WMS) mountain, have been50
chosen to make the long-term monitoring with SDIMM and the other instruments (Figure51
1 and 2). Both the sites are located about 4700 m above the sea level. The average wind52
speeds for them are estimated less than 5 m/s from the meteorological stations nearby.53

As an example of the data, in Figure 3 the left frame shows the daytime seeing factor54
evolution, while the right one shows the sky brightness data during the whole day time.55
The average daytime seeing for both the two sites are more than 10 cm for the first year56
measurement. The sky brightness level at WMS monitoring station is excellent since the57
altitude there is so high that the atmosphere should be clean. A detailed report has been58
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Figure 3. Left: Sample of seeing during day time. Right: Sample of sky brightness during day
time.

Figure 4. Sample of seeing during night time based on DIMM measurement.

completed recently for the site at WMS based on one-year monitoring measurements for59
both day and night seeing and the other parameters, which will be published elsewhere.60

4. Conclusion61

Based on the current results, the sites at Namco and WMS have been paid more62
and more attention for their excellent aspects in daytime seeing factor. Moreover, WMS63
owns better quality in clean atmosphere, excellent seeing factors for both daytime and64
night-time and number of yearly clear-sky days/nights.65

Therefore, for WMS station, a new monitoring platform will be constructed at a lo-66
cation to fully escape from evening light pollution from village, road and airport. The67
day-and-night continuous monitoring at WMS will be kept at least for the next few years.68
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